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 Our five principal 
core values.

Closed Loop Recycling is an industrial launderer of 

absorbents and PPE. We are proud to offer the most 

environmentally friendly laundering process in the country.

Our purpose is to solve problems, execute with precision, 

and develop partnerships to deliver value. We help companies 

go green and save money in areas that have been largely 

dominated by disposables. 

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT BOTH PERSONALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY

LEGENDARY SERVICE

REINVENT THE WASTE MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

GROW GREAT RELATIONSHIPS IN ALL DIRECTIONS

CELEBRATE SUCCESS

LET’S GO GREEN. TOGETHER.

ABOUT US
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Our service.

Our process.

WHAT WE DO

HOW WE DO IT

Laundering is a sustainable choice for your PPE. Our green process helps to 

prolong the life of your PPE and save upwards of 80% on annual spend.

WEIGH

At our facility, each drum is weighed to calculate the waste diversion.

SORT

PPE is collected as single-stream. We separate and sort the PPE while 

checking for unnecessary debris.

CLEAN

The PPE is then cleaned by the recommended care instruction, whether 

it be dry-cleaning or water washing.

METAL DETECTION

Once cleaned, items are metal detected. Flagged PPE items are then taken out 

of rotation to ensure employee safety.

QUALITY CHECK

Once the PPE has been metal detected, each item is inspected by hand for 

quality control. Holes, rips and tears are identified as “scrap” and taken out of 

rotation to ensure employee safety.

BUNDLE

The PPE is then paired and repackaged, ready to be returned to the client.

REPORT

Once bundled, a processing report is created to identify scrap items per PPE 

type and a sustainability report is created to identify total waste diversion. 

PRODUCTS
CLR provides 55-gallon DOT approved collection drums in place of your landfill bin.

SERVICES
To enhance our service, we create a layout of your facility showing 

the locations of our collection points and route to access these points.

PROCESS

We take the used PPE and dirty collection drums back to our facility 

to process for laundering and reuse.

We offer customized solutions to fit your recycling needs. PPE recycling can 

be easy with our scheduled pickup / delivery and monthly reporting. To make 

pricing simple we charge one flat rate per glove.
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AFTER

Benefits.
WHY RECYCLE PPE?

COST SAVINGS
Reduce the amount you spend on materials, especially on high cost gloves 

such as Kevlar®. Laundering, on average, saves upwards of 80% compared 

to buying new.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Switch to a sustainable laundering program and increase the lifespan of 

your PPE, while reducing the amount of waste sent to landfills. 

Get ISO14001 Certification qualified.

SAFETY

Laundered gloves are removed of substances that may cause skin irritation. 

Zero hazardous chemicals are used during the laundering process and all 

items are metal detected and hand inspected for quality control.

CLR’s laundering process offers many benefits including cost savings, 

environmental impact and a focus on quality control.

TYPES OF PPE WE LAUNDER

KEVLAR® GLOVES

NITRILE AND PU DIPPED GLOVES

STRING KNIT GLOVES

LEATHER GLOVES

CUT SLEEVES

FR APRONS AND CHAPS

FR JACKETS

SAFETY VESTS

BEFORE
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Free training programs. 
That’s right, free.

COMMUNICATION IS KEY

CLASSROOM TRAINING
This is a full comprehensive training program that includes 

a downloadable PDF that covers our process, products, 

applications and best solutions that are tailored for your 

facility. We will also review frequently asked questions 

to make sure your team is up to speed. This training 

undoubtedly yields the highest success rate with our clients 

and only takes about 15 minutes with each shift.

SAFETY MEETING TRAINING
This is meant to be a quick training session that will notify 

employees of any changes to our products or collection 

areas. We will review the benefits of the program in a short 5 

minute huddle that can be performed on floor.

SECONDHAND TRAINING

We will train your departmental managers who can then train 

their own teams. We provide a downloadable PDF, videos, 

literature and emails about our process and products.

As a part of our services, we provide free training to your 

employees, eliminating the hassle of adjusting to a new program. 

Find an option below that fits your needs.

TRAINING EQUALS SAVINGS

Correct training in a facility can reduce your cost 

with CLR by up to 20%. Visit www.closedlooprecycling.us 

for more information on our training programs.



Monthly 
sustainability reports.

STAY ON TRACK

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS
CLR will eliminate your waste manifest and provide a Sustainability 

Report instead. Our reports document the amount of solid and liquid 

waste you have diverted from landfills or incineration. Reports are 

provided on a monthly basis at no additional cost.

PPE PROCESSING REPORTS
We provide PPE Processing Reports as part of your service. 

These reports are provided each time we return laundered PPE to 

your facility and document the amount of scrap identified for each 

PPE type.

Our clients love to use our custom reporting to support their 

corporate green initiatives and ISO 14001 Certification.

SAMPLE MONTHLY REPORTS
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Sign up
for a free trial.

INTERESTED?

HOW IT WORKS:

CLR will send out a bag that holds 

approximately 100 pairs of gloves. 

Once the bag is filled with used 

PPE items and sealed closed, CLR 

will provide a pre-paid shipping 

label for transit back to our facility. 

Once processed, CLR will return the 

laundered items with a per-pair quote. 

HOW IT WORKS:

CLR will provide a collection drum with 

signage that holds approximately 400 

pairs of used gloves. 

Once full, CLR will pick up and provide 

transit back to our facility. Once 

processed, CLR will return the items 

with a per-pair quote.

* Based on location availability

Let CLR do the dirty work. We offer a no-risk, free trial that results in 

a detailed proposal for your facility.

TRIAL BAG
OPTION 1

COLLECTION DRUM
OPTION 2

NO-RISK, FREE TRIAL
Our goal is to make the quoting process easy for you. Not only do we 

provide the collection container and transit, we will launder the items 

free of charge and return them to your facility with a per-pair quote. 

We offer two options for free trials.
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What our customers 
are saying.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

OUR SERVICE
“Their customer service, sales and on-site delivery personnel 

are very professional, safe and understanding of AMI’s overall 

plant goals and activites.”

“CLR has consistently provided great service to us. Closed 

Loop Recycling is an innovator in the recycling field.”

OUR PROGRAM
“As an environmental professional, I feel Closed Loop 

Recycling is the perfect program to manage absorbents.”

“We’ve had a great relationship with the team at Closed Loop 

Recycling. Their process creates no landfill waste and no 

waste water, that’s the best of both worlds.”

OUR PRODUCTS

“Our facility was raised to a level 2 in part to CLR’s program 

and products. When we had pig mats, this place was a pigsty.”

“CLR’s reusable products have helped us shrink our carbon 

footprint, by providing Penn Aluminum Int’l with clean 

reusable absorbent mats, gloves and rags.”

FIRST EDITION
WWW.CLOSEDLOOPRECYCLING.US


